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HYSTERIA 

This is more likely to be seen in children under 
going treatment. Fear of being harmed, not understanding 
why they must go through their ordeal, suspicious of 
everyone and everything, etc. It is an emotional state which 
actually is the body's way of protecting itself. 

REMEDIES MOST INDICATED 

IGNATIA 30C 

Single dose 

Symptoms include: Contradictory and alternating states: 
laughing to crying; emotions come out spasmodically and are 
quickly controlled; sighing; twitching of mouth; perspiration 
on face; averse to consolation; worse being touched; impulse 
to constantly swallow; sensitive to tabacco smoke; patient 
tries to eat their way out of stress; pains in small spots; aversion 
to fruit; do not want open air. 
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COPING WITH CHEMOTHERAPY USING HOMOEOPATHY 

HYOSCYAMUS 30C 

Single dose 

Symptoms include: Child attempts to run away, mania, 

rips clothes off; kicks, screams; or is silent, in a deep stupor, 

just sits and stares, mutters to himself; picks at fingers, face, 

lips, clothes; epilepsy from fright. Thinks he will be poisoned. 

NATRIUM MURIATICUM 30C 

Single dose 

Symptoms include: Jaws clenched; from emotional cause 
such as fear, grief, anger; wants to be left alone; unable to 
weep, or alternately cannot stop weeping; consolation is 
intolerable, flies into a rage or tears at attempts of comfort; 
defensive; very thirsty for cold drinks; worse in the sun; mood 
better after perspiring; hammering headaches over eyes; 
dwells on issues long past; may crave salty food. 

STRAMMONIUM 30C 

Single dose 

Symptoms include: violence, fears or convulsions; terrified 

of the dark, water, animals, when alone, closed places, 
tunnels; awakes in fear or screaming, does not remember 
night terrors the next morning; ailments from fright, strange 
places; stammering; maniacal strength; red face rapidly 
changing to pale. 
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HYSTERIA 

Fear as soon as entering hospital. Kicks, hits, bites from 
terror, child goes wild; clings to mother. 

ASAFOETIDA 30C 

Single dose 

Symptoms include: Hysteria, especially if combined with 
intestinal problems; possible convulsions ;from hysteria; 
sensation of a bubble or lump in the stomach rising up into 
the throat; reverse peristalsis; constriction in throat or chest; 
numbness in the face. 

THERIDJON 30C 

Single dose 

Symptoms include: Hysteria and anxiety; marked over-
sensitivity to noise (causes pains, toothache, etc.); combined 
sensitivity to noise and vertigo; hysterical palpitations; hysteria 
and neuralgic pains; craves oranges or bananas. 
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BRYONIA 

Wild hops 

KEYNOTE SYMPTOMS 

Symptoms worse from motion 

Strong irritability 

Dryness of mucous membranes "Bry is Dry" 
Talks of business or school 

MIND 

Wants to go home (even if home) 

Talks continuously about issues at the office or school 

Irritable if disturbed; wants to be alone 

GENERALS 

Fevers with bodyaches 

Better for not moving 

Better for lying on painful part 
Thirst for large quantities of cold water 

Stitching pains 

Chilly 
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COPING WITH CHEMOTHERAPY USING HOMOEOPATHY 

PHYSICAL 

Excessively dry lips, mouth 

Crushing headache 

Dry, painful cough, worse eating or drinking, must hold 

chest 

BETTER 

Wet weather 
Lying on painful side 

Pressure 

Cold air 
Quiet 

Drawing knees up 

WORSE 

Motion (rising from lying, stooping, exertion, coughing, 

deep breathing) 

Hot room 

Eating 

Lying on painless side 
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